History of Youth Work – Country (hi)stories, general and thematic contributions

Country
Albania

Author & Title, published in … (Volume 1-6) or online

Andorra
Armenia



Areg Tadevosyan and Howard Williamson: A history of youth work
in Armenia (4)

Austria



Manfred Zentner: History of youth work and youth policy in
Austria (3)

Belgium – FR



Gauthier Simon: The evolution of public policies for youth work in
the French-speaking community of Belgium (2)

Belgium - FL



Filip Coussee : Youth work and its forgotten history : a view from
Flanders (1)
Louis Vos / Lieve Gevers : The Catholic Flemish Student
Movement, 1875-1935 (1)
Lieve Gevers, Louis Vos: Youth movements in Flanders: a short
history (1)
Johan van Gaens : Youth policy in the Dutch-speaking community
of Belgium (2)
Walter Baeten: Youth care, youth organisation and the youth
movement in Flanders, 1850-1975 (3)
Bruno Vanobbergen / Frank Simon: Aimé Bogarts and his

Azerbaijan
Belarus
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Belgium - DE

travelling holiday camp, Gentse Volkskinderen: a soft socialist
propaganda tool on the road (1898-1915) (3)
Martine Vermandere: Youth holiday camps at the Belgian seaside,
1887-1980 (3)
Willy Faché: The origins and development of open youth work
centres and their operating characteristics in Flanders (3)



Xavier Hurlet: The history of youth work and its influence on
youth policy – The perspective of the German-speaking
community of Belgium (2)



Marko Kovačić and Bojana Ćulum: A New Kid on the Block: Youth
Work Meets Youth Policy in Croatia (6)



Miroslav Bocan, Jiří Zajíc, Tomáš Machalík: Report on the history
and contemporary status of youth work in Czechoslovakia and the
Czech Republic, 2014 (online***)



Marti Taru, Eli Pilve and Peeter Kaasik: History of youth work in
Estonia (4)
Marti Taru: Autonomy, dependency, key actors and youth
organisations in interwar Estonia (5)
Edgar Schlümmer: Youth work and social work relations in Estonia
(6)

Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia

Cyprus
Czech Republic

Denmark
Estonia




Finland







France





Helena Helve: The Finnish perspective: youth work, policy and
research (1)
Juha Nieminen: A Finnish perspective: features of the history of
modern youth work and youth organisations (3)
Juha Nieminen: The history of youth work as a profession in
Finland (4)
Juha Nieminen: The genesis of youth policy in Finland (5)
Juha Nieminen, Anu Gretschel: The Social in Youth Work: Excerpts
from Finnish Youth Work Policy and History (6)
Patricia Loncle: Youth work and policy in France (1)
Laurent Besse, Marc Carletti: Youth work as interstitial practice
between borders: a historical perspective on French animation (5)
Laurent Besse, Jerome Camus: From mutual ignorance to
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ignorance? Youth work and social work in France since 1945 (6)
FYROMacedonia*
Georgia
Germany





Christian Spatscheck: The German perspective: youth work,
integration and policy (1)
Christian Spatschek: Lifeworlds, spaces and citizenship: social
pedagogy and youth work as mediating professions (5)
Christian Spatschek: Youth Work and Social Work in the German
Context (6)

Greece



Dora Giannaki: Youth work in Greece: a historical overview (4)

Hungary




Peter Wootsch: Zigzagging in a labyrinth – Towards “good”
Hungarian youth work (2)
Ádám Nagy, Dániel Oross: The tradition of youth work in Hungary
- the onion model (6)

Iceland



Arni Gudmundsson: The history of youth clubs in Iceland (5)

Ireland



Maurice Devlin: Youth work in Ireland – some historical reflections
(2)

Italy




Daniele Morciano, Armida Salvati; Two seesaws in motion: youth
work and social work in Italy (6)
Daniele Morciano; History of youth work in Italy: pluralism as
antidote to radicalism in a context of fragmentation (online***)

Lithuania



Artūras Deltuva: A story of youth work in Lithuania (4)

Luxembourg



Ralph Schroeder: An overview of the history of youth work in
Luxembourg (4)

Malta




Miriam Teuma: Youth work development in Malta: a chronicle (1)
Miriam Teuma: The past made us - perspectives on the

Holy See

Kazakhstan
Kosovo**
Latvia
Liechtenstein
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development of youth work and social work in Malta (6)
Moldova
Monaco
Montenegro



Sladjana Petkovic: History of youth work in Montenegro, draft
2014 (online***)

Netherlands



Hans van Ewijk: Youth work in the Netherlands – History and
future direction (2)

Poland



Marcin Sinczuch: Poland: the ideological background in youth
work (1)

Portugal



Jorge Orlando Queirós: History of youth work and youth policies
in Portugal (4)

Romania



Sorin Mitulescu: History of youth work in Romania (4)

Serbia



Zora Krnjaic: The history of youth work and ist relevance for youth
policy in Serbia today (3)

Slovakia



Alžbeta Brozmanová Gregorová, Peter Lenčo and Jana Miháliková:
The historical and current situation of youth work and social work
with youth in the Slovak Republic - connections and
disconnections (6)

Slovenia



Janez Škulj: Contributions to the history of youth sector in
Slovenia (online***)

Spain



Rafael Merino, Carles Feixa, Almudena Moreno: A brief history of
youth work in Spain (6 & online***)

Sweden



Torbjörn Forkby: Youth policy and participation in Sweden: a
historical perspective (4)
Björn Andersson: The relationship between youth work and social
work in Sweden (6)

Norway

Russian Federation
San Marino



Switzerland
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Turkey
United Kingdom




Bernard Davies: Defined by history: youth work in the UK (1)
Janet Batsleer: The history of youth work with girls in the UK –
targets from below? (3)

UK - England




Diane Watt: The development of black youth work in England (3)
Jon Ord: The importance of Aristotle’s phronesis in resisting
instrumentality in youth work in England (5)
Tania de St Croix: Building alliances. taking sides: the effects of
strong governmental guidance and control (5)
Mick Conroy: Youth work and youth justice in England and Wales:
the history of a tense and troubled relationship (6)




UK – N. Ireland



Alastair Scott-McKinley: Youth work curriculum in Northern
Ireland: a history (5)

UK – Scotland



Howard Sercombe, Jim Sweeney, Ted Milburn, Marcus Liddell,
Rory McLeod, Phil Denning: Scottish Youth Work: same, but
different 2014 (online***)

UK - Wales




Howard Williamson: For God’s sake, tie your ropes together: the
(recent) history of youth work in Wales (2)
Mick Conroy: Youth work and youth justice in England and Wales:
the history of a tense and troubled relationship (6)

European level






Pierre Mairesse: Youth work and policy at European level (1)
Ulrich Bunjes: Key points of the opening address (2)
Bjorn Jaaberg Hansen: The history of European youth policy (2)
Pascal Lejeune: History of youth mobility in Europe (3)

Australia



Tim Corney, Robyn Broadbent: From defence to human rights: the
impact of youth policy on the professionalisation of youth work in
Victoria, Australia (5)

South Africa



Lwazi Mboyi: The history of youth work – the South African
perspective (2)

USA



David Hansen, Li Chen, Michael J. Crawford: A tale of two
histories: a brief look at youth work in the United States (3)
Joyce A. Walker: Crafting the space between either and or:
attending to the role of words, young people and public will (5)

Ukraine
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History of Youth Work – General, introductory and thematic reflections
Author

Title

Hermann Balthazar



Youth policy: a historical essay (3)

Tanya Basarab, Hanjo
Schild, Jan Vanhee



Preface to Youth work and Social Work – connections,
disconnections and reconnections (6)

Mark Boes



History of youth information in Europe (3)

Filip Coussee



The relevance of youth work’s history (1)

Filip Coussee



The history of youth work – Re-socialising the youth question? (2)

Filip Coussee, Griet
Verschelden, Tineke
Van de Walle, Marta
Medlinska, Howard
Williamson



The history of European youth work and its relevance for youth
policy today - Conclusions (2)
The social and pedagogical identity of youth work – learning from
two history workshops (2)

Filip Coussee







Historical and intercultural consciousness in youth work and youth
policy – a double odyssey (3)
Introduction to “Half boy and half man” (5)

Filip Coussee, Howard
Williamson, Griet
Verschelden



Youth work, an oxymoronic practice between service and
association (3)

Hugh Cunningham



Youth in the life course – a history (3)

Maurice Devlin



Youth work, professionalism and professionalization in Europe (3)

Niels Elberling



The quest for peace, democracy and sociocultural development
(3)

Willy Faché



The early years of innovative approaches to youth information
and counselling (3)

Carles Feixa



Youth cultures and youth work: perspectives from the south of
Europe (3)

Juha Hämäläinen



Development psychology, youth sociology and social pedagogy –
three perspectives on youth work and youth work policy (3)

Tony Jeffs



The relevance of history in youth work (2)
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Walter Lorenz



The function of history in the debate on social work (1)

Kristina Mänd



Third sector trends (4)

Axel Pohl



Youth Transition Regimes and Youth Work (6)

Giuseppe Porcaro



Geopolitics of youth policy in post-war western Europe, 1945-67
(3)

Hanjo Schild, Jan
Vanhee






The interesting histories of European youth work and policy (1)
In search of the sources of youth work and youth policy in Europe
(2)
Reflecting on the historical sensation of youth work and youth
policy in Europe (3)
Preface (4)

Edgar Schlümmer



Introduction: Looking around and moving forward (4)

Lasse Siurala




History of European youth policies and questions for the future (3)
Introduction to “Making youth work matter: jammed strategies
and blinks of hope” (5)
Inspiration from the past, the present and the future Introduction to “Negotiating space in the margins” (5)
Autonomy through dependency: histories of co-operation, conflict
and innovation in youth work (5)






Lasse Siurala, Filip
Coussée, Leena
Suurpää, Howard
Williamson



Bridging youth work, but on whose terms? (5)

Christian Spatscheck



Society and youth cultures – interpretations and conclusions for
youth work (3)

Tony Taylor



From social education to positive youth development (3)

Greetje Timmermann



The relevance of the concept of “being young together” for youth
research, youth work and youth policy (3)

Marti Taru, Filip
Coussée and Howard
Williamson



Youth work in connection to policies and politics (4)

Jan Vanhee, Hanjo
Schild



Preface “Completing the jigsaw puzzle: further exploring the
history of youth work in Europe” (5)

Griet Verschelden,



The history of European youth work and its relevance for youth
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Filip Coussee, Tineke
Van de Walle, Howard
Williamson
Howard Williamson

policy today (1)





Introduction to “The rise and fall of integrated youth policies” (5)
Introduction to “The ‘magic triangle’: balancing autonomy and
dependency in the interest of youth work” (5)
Introduction to “Youth work and Social Work – connections,
disconnections and reconnections” (6)

Howard Williamson,
Filip Coussée, Tanya
Basarab



Multiple opinions! The challenges of youth work and social work

Manfred Zentner



Observations on the so-called “magic triangle” or: where has all
the magic gone? (5)

*
**
***

“The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”
All reference to Kosovo in this text shall be understood in compliance with UN Security
Council Resolution 1244 and without prejudice to the status of Kosovo
http://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/youth-partnership/history-of-youth-work
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